INTRODUCTION
Let ~ be a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra. Let b c fi be a fixed Cartan subalgebra, A the corresponding root system of 9, and W the Weyl group. Moreover let ~ and W be the affine real root system and the affine Weyl group associated to A [3] . We fix a positive system A ÷ in A and denote by A ÷ the corresponding positive system in A. For each o~ ~ A + let L~ be the root space of ~ relative to a, n = ~a+L~, and 19 be the Borel subalgebra 19 = ~ • n. An ideal i of 19 is ad-nilpotent (i.e., it consists of ad-nilpotent elements) if and only if it is included in n; moreover, in such a case i is a direct sum of root spaces L~, a ~ A +. In this paper we describe an encoding of the ad-nilpotent ideals of 19 by elements of I~; moreover we characterize the elements of if" arising in this way. In fact, for w ~ 1~ we consider the set 1. PRELIMINARIES 7/,N,N + will denote the sets of integer, non-negative integer and positive integer numbers, respectively. We set, for n ~ N, [n] = {1 .... , n}.
We write a > 0 (resp. a < 0) to mean that the root a is positive (resp. negative).
We first recall the description of the affine Weyl group and root system given in [3] and the explicit relation between this description and the classical one [2] . We follow the approach of Kac's book [3] (to which we refer for details and proofs);, However, our interest focuses more on the geometric properties of A, W rather than on the theory of Kac-Moody algebras: therefore we do not include imaginary roots in A; in particular, our A is Are in Kac's notation.
Let 17 = {a 1 .... , a n} be the simple roots of A +. We set V-b~ = ~i n 1 ~ ai and denote by ( , ) the positive symmetric bilinear form induced on V by the Killing form. We describe the affine root system associated to A as follows [3, Chapt. 6] . We extend V and its inner product setting 1~= V~ ~6 ~9 •Z, (6, 6) = (6, V) = (A,A) = (A,V) = 0, and(& A) = 1. We still denote by ( , ) the resulting (non-degenerate) bilinear form. The affine root system associated to A is A=A+g6={a+k6la~A, k ~ 77}; remark that the affine roots are non-isotropic vectors. The set of positive affine roots is A+= (A++ N6) u (A-+ N+6), where A-= --A +. We denote by 0 the highest root of A and set a 0= -0+6, 1~I= {a0,..., an}. For each a ~ 7~+ we denote by s~ the corresponding reflection of 1~, s,~(x) = x -[2(a, x)/(a, a)]x for x ~ 1~. The affine Weyl group associated to A is the group W generated by {s, [ a ~ 7~+}; the set {s~ I a ~ l~I} is a set of Coxeter generators for W; we denote by^/ the corresponding length function. Note that w(6) = 6 for any w ~ W. Now consider the W-invariant affine subspace E = {x ~ V l(x, 6)= 1}. Remark that E = V • R 6 + h; let zr: E ~ V be the natural projection. For w~ffz we set ~= ~'OWte. We have that the map w~ gives an isomorphism of li z onto a group War of affine transformations of V [3, 6.6] We are going to prove that the set L4 in the above definition is compatible and is, indeed, the minimal compatible set including -a + for each a ~ qb. ~ A +, and ~ ~ ~, we obtain that 3' ~ ~ = q~k2; SO let k 2 > 1. Nowwe assume that /3 ~ ~kl and show that y c @k2, which concludes the proof. We have ,/= (~/-/3) +/3 ~ dp k-l, so, by the inductive assumption, we obtain ,/-/3 ~ ~k2-1. Then y -~ = ,/-/3 c ~g~-l, and there- Proof We prove that properties (1) and (2) of Definition 1.2 hold for L®. Indeed, (1) is immediate from the definition of L~,, so let us prove (2). Let a~L., a=/3+ 3", /3, 3,~/X+. Then a= -a o+k6 for some k~N + and o~ oc~.
We have /3=/3o+k16 and 3"= 3'0 +k23 for some /30, 3'0 in A and k 1,k 2 in N such that k I + k 2 = k. Moreover at least one of /30 and 3'0 is a negative root, since /3o + T0 = -% is negative. Assume /30 < 0 and 3'0 > 0. Then -/30 = a0 + 3'0 and since a 0 ~ ~ cg-we obtain -/30 ~ ~k __ ~kl and hence /30 + k13 ~ Le. So we may assume that both /30 and 3"0 are negative; remark that in such a case we have kl, k 2 > 0. We have (-/30) + (-3"0) = a0 ~ qs~, hence, by Lemma 2. Restricting to the class of abelian ideals, we obtain the following result, due to Peterson. Proof Set D={a~A +l-a+ 6~L} and let a~D and /3~A + be such that a+13~ A +.Then-a-13+ 6~+,13~+ and-a-13 + 6 +/3 = -a + 6 ~ L. Then, by property (2) of Definition 1.2, either 13~L, or -a-13+6~L.
SinceLc_h-+N+6, weobtain -a-13+ 6~L, hence cr+/3~D. | 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let L c A-+ N+6 be compatible. Then there exists CO ~ Jsuch that L = L, if and only if, for any compatible order
L = {')/1 < "'" < "Yk},
ENUMERATION OF ad-NILPOTENT IDEALS
Endow A + with the following partial order: a </3 if/3 -a is a sum of positive roots. Then it is easy to see that @ ~ 3-if and only if do is increasing w.r.t. <, i.e., if a ~ do,/3 ~ A +, a </3 then /3 ~ do. Therefore, enumerating ad-nilpotent ideals is equivalent to enumerate the increasing subset of A +: this problem has been solved, for another purpose, by Shi in [6, Sect. [2] [3] . He enumerates the increasing sets for g of any type: for classical Lie algebras the proof is obtained by establishing a bijection between increasing sets and a suitable set of Young diagrams (possibly shifted). We shall give a simple characterization of the diagrams corresponding to the abelian ideals through this bijection. Moreover we provide an alternative proof of the enumeration for the classical types.
We first recall the bijection. Display the positive roots in a (possibly shifted) diagram T of suitable shape; hence we can assign to a box (i, j) in T a positive root tij. We then consider the natural map t: 2a+--* 2 r which associates to a subset (I) of positive roots the corresponding boxes t(dp) ---T,~ c_ T. The shape and the filling of T are chosen in such a way that t restricts to a bijection between gand the set of subdiagrams T' c_ T.
For type A n, T is the (unshifted) diagram of shape (n, n -1,..., 1); it is filled with the positive roots according to the assignment tij = 0/i + "'" + 0/n-j+~, 1 < i <j < n. For example, for A 3
For type B., T is the shifted diagram of shape (2n -1, 2n -3 ..... 1) and the filling is defined as The same shape (2n -1, 2n -3 ..... 1) can be used to deal with case Cn;
For example, for C3
Recall that the long roots of a root system of type B n form a subsystem of type Dn; this motivates the choice for T in case D n. Let T be the shifted diagram of shape (2n-2,2n-4 .... ,2); it is filled with the positive roots according to the assignment In the following we fix T to be the diagram of shape (n, n -1,..., 1) (resp. shifted shape (2n -1, 2n -3 .... ,1), (2n -2, 2n -4 ,..., 2)) in case A, (resp. B n or Cn, Dn). The filling of T is the one specified above in each case.
The North-West corner of an element tij ~ T is defined as the set {th~ ~ T I h < i, k < j}. We say that a set of boxes A of T is a subdiagram of T if A contains the North-West corner of its elements.
Let y denote the class of subdiagrams of T.
Let finally ~n = [1/(n + 1)](~ n) be the nth Catalan number.
2]. The map t is a bijection between 3-and y when g is of type A, B or C. In case D, t is a bijection between o~ and the sets of boxes B c_ T such that either B or B ° belongs to y.
Let a n denote the cardinality of J for ~ of rank n. If ~ is of type A n, then a n = ~'n+l. If ~ is of type B n or Cn, then a n ---(2n) = (n + 1)~ n.
If ~ is of type D n, then a n = (n + 1)~ n -n~ n_ 1-
The previous analysis can be completed with [7, Th. 3.6 ]: if ~ is of type E6, ET, Es,/74, G2, then a n = 832, 4160, 25 080, 105, 8, respectively.
(2) We provide an alternative approach to the second statement of the previous theorem. Let g be of type An; from [8, 6.19 vv.] it follows that an = ~n+l" let g be of type B n or Cn; we have to count the number of diagrams contained in T: this can be recovered from [6] , Corollary to Th. Recall that the hook length of a box in a Young diagram is the number of boxes directly below and directly to the right of the box, including the box once. We need one more notation; for a set of boxes T¢ __c_ T, go ~ ~, we set r/~ = max{j[tij E T¢}. Type B is dealt with a similar argument; the details are as follows. As above, we remark that there exist two roots in go which sum up to 0 if and only if h a +/~2 > 2n -1: this can be checked directly, observing that if s ~ + r/ = 0, then necessarily ~ appears on the first row of T and r/on the second row (or vice versa).
Then we show that a decomposition of any root 3' c qb as a sum of two roots in d~ can be modified to a decomposition 0 as a sum of two roots in qb. We have to consider two cases: = (ol i --}-... -.[-aj) .-]-(aj+ 1 -1-. .. +O/h) , 1 < i <j < h < n 3' = (ai + "'" +aj + 2(oej+, + ---q-o/n)) q'-(O~r "[-"" +O/j), l<i<j<n l <r <j,r~i.
The first case is dealt with an argument similar to the one used in type A.
For the second case, we argue as follows. If r > 1 we note that O/i +...+aj+2(aj+ 1 +'"+an) ~qb implies s ~= a 1 +---+o/j+2(o/j+ 1 + ... + an) ~ qb. On the other hand O/r + "'" + aj ~ ~ implies r/ = O/2 + ---+ O/j ~ ~: therefore we obtain ~ + r/= 0, as desired. If instead r = 1 we may take ~= al +"" +O/j, ~= O/2 + "'" +aj + 2(%.+1 + ... + a n) and conclude as above.
Type D is similar to the previous one. In type C we remark that any decomposition of the highest root involves elements of the first row of T: by inspection one checks that there exists ~, ~ ~ • with ~ + 77 = 0 if and only if r~ > n; the rest of the proof is analogous to the previous cases. |
